
Unusual and unique 
hotels



In 2008, the owners of 
Hotel Bloom wanted a 

way to renew the 
hotel  and invited 287  
creative young artists 

from  different 
countries  from  

Europe to paint the 
rooms of the hotel 



The bloom idea comes from the hotels 
location near the botanical gardens , 

where flowers, plants, trees and herbs 
blossom year-round. 



In order to keep blooming, Hotel 
BLOOM! organises an Art’n BLOOM! 

event a few times a year. 



At BLOOM! you’ll find no stuck up rules. 



US $100 to $250 / € 100 to € 250 / UK 
£50 to £125

  

Rooms: 305 Rooms and Suites  
Open Period: All Year



Enjoy a happening hotel in Brussels' 
heart!



Jules Undersea Lodge



2 underwater rooms for up to 4 
guests in total



The cottage sized building isn't short 
on creature comforts



Just to enter the 
Lodge, one must 

actually scuba dive 
21 feet beneath the 
surface of the sea.



The main feature of each room is the 
large, 106 cm (42 inch) round window 

that looks out into the sea.



Kumbuk River Resort



KumbukRiver is a 16-acre oasis nestled 
on a resplendent corner of Sri Lanka’s 

south-east. 



Made famous by its massive 2-story 
primary villa in the shape of an 

elephant



Visitors can enjoy a memorable 
holiday without the 

environment-damaging facets of life in 
the city



La Balade des Gnomes



Amazing fairytale rooms and a Trojan 
Horse suite



These 10 extraordinarily-decorated 
and furnished bedrooms, evoke ideas 

from the four corners of the world, 
re-interpreted as fairy tales.



Originally opening an 
innovative restaurant, 

La Gargouille has 
taken inspiration from 
fairytales to construct 

these amazing 
bedrooms, next door 

to the restaurant.





The Atomium is an icon of Brussels 
built for 1958 World Fair Exposition



One ball of The Atomium has been 
divided in separate functions: mini 

spheres



Children spend a night at The 
Atomium marveling at the panoramic 

view of Brussels from its spheres



Children make the most of their visit 
by discovering other symbolic parts of 
Brussels from a unique vantage point. 



At night the mini spheres ‘fall’ from 
the sky, like raindrops



Petit Club Sandwich - This is 
something in between a kitchen and a 

bar for children.



TreeHouse Hideaway



5 Treehouses merging into jungle and 
tiger reserve



Guests benefit from the incredible 
location, outstanding hospitality and a 

naturalist team.



It is not uncommon to spot 
animals from the privacy of 

one’s balconies which 
overlook the tiger reserve 

and Bandhavgarh Fort.



The bedrooms are furnished with 
understated, modern accessories in 

natural and earth tones. 



Dining takes place around a large 
Mahua tree, on two levels.


